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From the Prez
Steve Acerson
Well, this is the exciting time we have been waiting for all year!!!! Symposium registration is open.
Check with your friends to see who is going to Bluff, then respond to the email you received telling
you how to register. There is a lot of rock art to see in this area. In addition URARA has made
arrangements for trips to Ute Mountain Tribal Park, Poncho House, and a San Juan River trip.
There are 22 different sites for field trips. All of the descriptions are listed on the web page as part
of registration. There will be an access code once you sign-up.
The workshops were a success last year so they are back. There are four this year: Using your GPS;
Cultural Affiliation and Representation; Photography for Rock Art Documentation; and Rock Art
Documentation. These four events have limits like the field trips, so sign up early.
We have an excellent group of presenters who will share their thoughts and work efforts trying to
understand the cultures and people who left evidence of their existence for us to ponder and enjoy.
Twin rocks restaurant will provide the banquet Saturday night, and lunches for field trips. You can
choose the types and days you want then pay for them on your registration.
More T-shirts and mugs can be purchased. New colors, so check them out.
Just a friendly reminder that Bluff is a small community with quiet streets and folks trying to
accommodate our needs, so express our thanks when you get a chance.
Thanks to everyone for making arrangements and hope to see you in October.
Steve
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Registration Now Open For Symposium
(say more about camping) Werner Duecker
The Utah Rock Art Research Association’s 38th Annual Symposium will be on October 4th through
8th in Bluff, Utah. Most activities will be centered around the Bluff Community Center, 3rd East and
Mulberry/Bluff Rd, Bluff, UT. The Symposium will be on Saturday and Sunday with a banquet
dinner and auction scheduled for Saturday evening. We will hold our Melon Social on Friday
evening at the new Bears Ears Education Center. Workshops will be Thursday and Field trips will
be on Friday and Monday.
The registration process is similar to last year’s. Only members may register, so you need to log into
the website to register and view options. Field trip and workshop information can be viewed
under the Event tab once you are logged in. General information about the symposium can be
viewed any time here and accommodation information here. Note that we expect accommodations
to be tight and strongly suggest you make your reservations now.
For Campers, Ben Everitt has reserved Group Site A at the BLM Sand Island campground for
October 4th through 7th. Five parties have signed up with Ben (rockdoc@xmission.com) so far;
there’s room for a few more. See August Vestiges for details.
Registration is $65 and the banquet $25. Full-time high school or college students with valid student
ID are welcome to the symposium free of charge, but will need to ante up for the banquet, and will
need to purchase a student membership to participate in field trips. The registration fee is waived
for presenters, but not their spouses or friends.
There is no family registration; each individual member needs to register separately, under his/her
own name and login ID, for the symposium and for each field trip and workshop. Field trip and
workshop meeting times and locations will be emailed to registered participants a week in advance
of the symposium. You are limited to one field trip per day, and one workshop. If you need to
drop or change a field trip, contact Troy Scotter.
Registration is on a first come-first served basis. Space is limited this year, so we will close
registration when we are filled, although you can still add your name to a wait list. Online
registration will close on September 26. DO NOT expect walk–in registration. If you cannot
register online for any reason please contact Troy Scotter directly at 801-377-6901.
Vendor registration can be found on the same page as the symposium registration. Vendors must
be logged in as members to see the page. (Vendor registration is now filled; there is a waitlist.)
This year we are providing the opportunity to pre-purchase lunch to at the symposium by the Twin
Rocks Cafe. Bluff is a small town and has limited restaurant capacity to handle the number of
people we will be bringing to town, so save the hassle and pre-order with your registration.
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Call for Symposium Field Trip Leaders
Joe Brame
Please consider volunteering to lead one or two 2018 Bluff Symposium Field Trips. It is a great
way to get to know your fellow URARA members and the area near Bluff.
Contact Joe Brame at urara.joe.brame@gmail.com or 435-414-0457.
There will be a special Field Trip For Field Trip Leaders on Thursday October 4, 2018.
Field Trip leaders should plan to attend the Thursday evening and Sunday evening Field Trip
meetings for last minute updates and a chance to answer questions.
The map below shows the areas (enclosed by blue lines) to be visited by 2018 field trips. Some of
them were offered at the 2010 Blanding Symposium.
Field Trip Areas (enclosed by blue lines)

NORTH:
WEST:
EAST:

Indian Creek (Canyonlands)
Clay Hills, Moss Back, Cedar Mesa
Comb Ridge, Butler Wash, Ledge, Sand Dunes, Sand Island,
Lower Decker, Lance Site/Alkali Ridge, Recapture & Montezuma Canyons.
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For those unfamiliar with the area, we can provide maps that guide you step by step as you
check out your field trip in advance.

If you decide to lead one or two trips, please supply the following information:
If one day, which day do you prefer (Friday October 5 or Monday October 8)?
Which area(s) do you prefer (see map above)?
Which type(s) of trip do you prefer: drive by, short hikes, or longer hikes?
Does your vehicle have high clearance? Four wheel drive?
How experienced are you with topo maps and/or a handheld GPS (not required, but often
helpful)?
-------------Thank you for any assistance you can provide!
Joe Brame, urara.joe.brame@gmail.com, 435-414-0457
Books
ISBN-10: 0944510272 Non-Technical Canyon Hiking Guide to the Colorado Plateau, 6th Edition
ISBN-10: 0684832127 In Search of the Old Ones
ISBN-10: 0393352331 The Lost World of the Old Ones
ISBN-10: 031606646X Finders Keepers
ISBN-10: 0816526818 Chaco and After in the Northern San Juan (Bluff Great House)
ISBN-10:1937052532 The Best Bears Ears National Monument Hikes

Maps:
ISBN-10:1566953073 Grand Gulch, Cedar Mesa Plateau [BLM - Monticello Field Office] (National
Geographic Trails Illustrated Map)
Additional BLM maps for the Bluff area are available at Salt Lake City, Moab, and Monticello BLM
Field Offices.
Detailed San Juan County Road Maps (Topos) are available in Monticello.
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2018 Symposium Program
August 26, 2018
Utah Rock Art Research Association 38th Annual Symposium
Bluff, Utah
Saturday Morning Session
8:00 am
8:05
8:10
8:15
8:20
9:25
9:55
10:15
10:50
11:25
11:55

Announcements
Welcome — Steve Acerson, URARA President
Welcome — Dignitary from Bluff, Utah or San Juan County
Introduction —David Sucec, Presentation Coordinator

60 MINUTES Featured Speaker: Jim Farmer, Ignorance, Knowledge, and “De-Romancing”
the Stone: On the Evolution of Southwestern Rock Art Research and the Case of the Barrier Canyon
Style
30 MINUTES Margaret Berrier, Ceremonial Depictions of Bighorn Sheep Anthropomorphs in
the Tornado Mogollon Region
Break…(20 minutes)
30 MINUTES Carol Patterson, Cultural Affiliations of the Western Basketmaker II
Petroglyphs of American Southwest: Myths that Define a Culture
30 MINUTES Richard Jenkinson, Rock Art of Dinetah: Stories of Heroes and Healing
30 MINUTES David Sucec, I’ve Got You Under My Skin; The Figure In Figure Motif In
Northern Colorado Plateau Rock Art
Lunch, on your own…1 hr, 20 minute
Afternoon Session

1:15 pm
1:20
1:40
2:15
2:50
3:15
3:40
4:10
4:20

Announcements and Introductions

30 MINUTESJudy F. Hilbish, Great Gallery Pictographs and Correlation to Textile Production:
The Clothes Make the Man
30 MINUTES Dennis DeVore, The strange case of the Invisible Panel - A new Barrier
Canyon rock art panel in southeast Utah.
30 MINUTES Connie Massingale, Creating Color in Prehistoric Art of the Southwest Pigment
procurement, processing, and application in the pictographs of Utah.
Break…(25 minutes)
30 MINUTES Richard A. Rogers, Searching for Flute Players, Finding Kokopelli:
Phalluses, Fallacies, and Fantasies
30 MINUTES Timothy Hoxha, Inverse Theory, Spatial Organization, Sound
Acoustics and the Multimedia Purpose of Utah Rock Art
Final Announcements / Break (10 minutes)
Business Meeting and Elections
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Program (continued)
Sunday Morning Session
8:00 am

Announcements

8:05

Introduction David Sucec, Presentation Coordinator

8:10
8:45
9:50
10:20
10:45

30 MINUTES Ekkehart Malotki, To Depict or not to Depict: Paleoamericans and Their
Encounter with an “Animal Landscape”
60 MINUTESFeatured Speaker: Ellen Dissanayake, Abstract-Geometric Rock Art: Questions
and Answers
30 MINUTES Scholars Discussion Session: Ellen Dissanayake and Jim Farmer Discussion
Break…(25 Minutes)
30 MINUTES John McHugh, Some Celestial Rock Art Motifs at Fremont Indian State Park and
Tentative Interpretations of Their Function and Meaning

11:20 20 MINUTES Jesse Warner, Less Obvious Sex at Bluff, Utah
11:45 20 MINUTES Richard Coleman, Geoglyphs Along the Colorado - then and now
12: 05 pm Announcements and Lunch (1 hour and 20 minutes)
01:30

Conservation and Preservation Section / Diane Orr

Symposium Presenter Abstracts
Margaret Berrier

30 minutes

Ceremonial Depictions of Bighorn Sheep Anthropomorphs in the Jornada Mogollon Region
The Jornada Mogollon region is known for its rich body of rock art. Researchers have
suggested that elements such as cloud terraces, masks, goggle-eyed figures and horned serpents are
associated with ceremony. Although hundreds of bighorn sheep images exist in the regional rock
art these figures aren't usually mentioned except in a general inventory of frequently found motifs.
Nonetheless, there are some unusual anthropomorphs with bighorn sheep headdresses that suggest
a possible ceremonial use. These images appear mostly in the eastern Jornada Mogollon as
delineated by Lehmer (1948). Other highly stylized bighorn sheep images as well as artifacts and a
few examples of bighorn sheep on Mimbres pottery contribute to the evidence that these images
were ceremonial.
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Abstracts (continued)
Richard Colman

20 minutes

Geoglyphs Along the Colorado - then and now
During the 1980s, Harry Casey flew a small airplane of over numerous geoglyphs and
ground figures, taking photographs with his trusty Nikon F camera through a hole in the floor.
Those photographs are now archived at the Imperial Valley Desert Museum in Ocotillo CA. We
follow in Harry's footsteps, taking similar photographs 35 years later using Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (drones) and digital photography. During this presentation, both sets of photographs will
be compared, seeking insights into how these cultural artifacts have fared over the intervening 35+
years.
Dennis DeVore

30 minutes

The Curious Case of the Invisible Panel - A New Barrier Canyon Rock Art Panel in Southeast Utah.
In October 2017, a previously unknown Barrier Canyon Style pictograph panel was discovered
in the Robbers Roost area of southeast Utah. The panel is billboard size -- 70 feet long x 15 feet high
in places -- making it one of the largest BCS panels known to exist. On the other hand, the archaic
images are faint and barely visible to the human eye. Fortunately the panel responds quite well to
Photoshop and Dstretch -- revealing for the first time, dozens of new and detailed BCS figures.
This presentation will look at the background and discovery of the panel; then demonstrate
the near magical capabilities of our modern photo-editing software. And lastly, the presentation
will include a photo round-robin, comparing elements of the new panel with other well-known
BCS panels, and hopefully conclude with a “best fit” in terms of age, motif, and artistic style.
Ellen Dissanayake

60 minutes

Abstract-Geometric Rock Art: Questions And Answers
To most people, the term “rock art” first brings to mind the breathtaking animal paintings
on the walls of Ice Age caves in southwest Europe or panels of mysterious figures on cliff walls and
rock faces in Australia and the Americas. Few people think first of non-figurative geometric
designs, although they appear to be the earliest and most widespread marks made by our remote
and recent ancestors. They have been largely neglected by scholars, perhaps because it is impossible
to decode what they “mean.” From crude zigzags made by Homo erectus in Java 500,000 years ago to
Neanderthal cupules and lattice-patterns in Europe, to parallel lines in South Africa 99,000 years
ago, and to a large proportion of complex geometric assemblages in our own American West, the
majority of deep-time paleoart everywhere is and has been non-pictorial.
Can we explain why the earliest rock art (in the Americas as elsewhere) should consist of
geometric or abstract primitives? What hypotheses best account for the origins and functions of
these non-representational markings? Most paleoarchaeologists assume (assert) that all rock art is
7 | September2018
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Abstracts (continued)
symbolic, yet recent discoveries of marks made by early hominins belie that assumption. If they
aren’t symbols, what are they? Why did mark-making arise in the first place and what does it tell us
about the early human mind?
Drawing upon research and ideas from her recent book (co-authored with Ekkehart
Malotki), Early Rock Art of the American West: The Geometric Enigma, Ellen Dissanayake will discuss
these questions. In conclusion, she will suggest that if we think of rock art as mark-making,
something that people do (rather than only as the finished product that we see), we expand our
appreciation of rock markings and the people who made and even today respond to them. Her
lecture will be illustrated with examples from the Western Archaic Rock Art Tradition, considered
the foundational iconography for all of North America, from sites all over the western United
States.

James Farmer

60 minutes

Ignorance, Knowledge, and “De-Romancing” the Stone: On the Evolution of Southwestern Rock Art
Research and the Case of the Barrier Canyon Style
American rock art research and scholarship has evolved rapidly during the past 20 years.
Rock art studies have long been hampered and marginalized from mainstream academic
disciplines by several problematic areas of analysis. However, recent advances in the scope and
techniques of basic documentation, technical means of recording and analyzing rock art imagery,
dating techniques, and updated use of ethnographic information have vastly expanded the
understanding and interpretations of original contexts and purposes of the creation of ancient
imagery. In addition, redefined roles and closer engagement of rock art research with and within
the more traditional academic fields of study (such as anthropology, archaeology, and art history,
among others) have elevated rock art research to a more respected position in the fields of ancient
American research. This presentation offers the case of the Barrier Canyon Anthropomorphic (aka.
“BCS”) style as an example and intellectual road map in the evolution of these recent
interpretations of American rock art. In large part because of the establishment in 1992 of the BCS
Project, focused study on the BCS style has revealed a highly sophisticated ancient painting
tradition centered in south-central Utah and in full bloom by at least as early as 1000 bce (perhaps
earlier). Beginning with only 19 documented BCS style sites, the current catalog of total
documented BCS style sites now exceeds 400. This vastly expanded catalog of images provides
much more in-depth study and interpretive opportunities.
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30 minutes

Great Gallery Pictographs and Correlation to Textile Production: The Clothes Make the Man
The idea that the rock art designs in the bodies of anthropomorphs resemble textiles is not
new. Until the creation of kiva art, there has been scant evidence to support this idea on the
Colorado Plateau because of the paucity of prehistoric textiles. What little evidence is available
comes from mortuary goods consisting mostly of mats, bags, and a few articles of clothing. It is
possible that rock art may provide evidence of the weaving arts especially at the Barrier Canyon
Style of the Great Gallery in Horseshoe Canyon. This style of rock art is felt to have originated in
the Early Archaic, which started around 7000 BC. BCS may have continued to AD 500. Styles of BCS
vary with locales and probably with time. It is proposed that the Great Gallery, in part, is more
recent and may reflect images of the textile arts as suggested by the presence of spindles and
spindle whorls at Cowboy Cave, up-canyon 5 km from the Great Gallery. Artifacts from the cave
are correlated with possible cultural influences and the state of textile production on the Colorado
Plateau during the first millennium AD.
Timothy Hoxha

30 minutes

Inverse Theory, Spatial Organization, Sound Acoustics and the Multimedia Purpose of Utah Rock Art
Rock art located at Thompson Springs and the Parowan Gap offer compelling insight into the
importance and purpose of ritual and communal activity in the lives of archaic and native people.
To reveal the connection between rock art and society, this paper will analyze the panels in
connection to their physical characteristics. This analysis will reveal that the rock art sites served a
multimedia purpose that included spectacle, sound and ritual.
This paper will analyze the size of the panels, the detail in the painted and chiseled images,
the overall physical layout of the panels, the sound acoustics of the area, and the physical geostatic
location of the sites. By measuring the interplay of spatial organization, sound, and images, this
paper will reveal that the sites served as a potential theatre for community entertainment,
spectacle, ritual and teaching. By employing inverse theory, this paper will analyze the sites from a
set of measurable scientific observations that starts with specific site characteristics and then
calculates the factors that led to the production of rock art.
Richard Jenkinson

30 minutes

Rock Art of Dinetah: Stories of Heroes and Healing
The Navajo rock art of the Largo Canyon area was made recently enough that ethnography
can aid in identification of much of the artwork. This presentation will look at this Navajo rock art
in relation to Navajo mythology and ceremonies. Even today, Navajos would immediately associate
many of these rock art images with particular characters and stories in their mythology. I will
delineate these connections and tell a few stories along the way.
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30 minutes

To Depict or Not to Depict: Paleoamericans and Their Encounter with an “Animal Landscape.”
Numerous issues regarding the peopling of the Americas remain contentious. Completely
uncontroversial, however, is the accepted fact that arriving Paleoamericans were anatomically and
cognitively Homo sapiens. They set foot on a continent empty of humans but teeming with animals
that has been described as an “animal landscape” similar to Africa’s Serengeti Plain.
One would expect these early colonizers to have left behind, like their Paleolithic counterparts
in Europe, naturalistic images of the large megafauna with which they shared the continent.
Instead, they chose to create abstract-geometric designs as is amply evident from surviving parietal
and mobiliary art. For unknown reasons, nearly all the species that died out during the PleistoceneHolocene Transition are absent from the early settlers’ iconographic “meme pool.”
Still, several tantalizing exceptions are currently known. They include, in North America, two
realistic portrayals of Mammuthus columbi (Columbian mammoth) in Utah, twinned engravings of
Mammut americanum (mastodon) in Ohio, and the plausible depiction of a Bison antiquus (Ancient
bison) in Utah. South America, in turn, has yielded evidence for bona fide paleoart identifiable as
extinct Glyptodont (giant armadillo) and Hippidion (early horse).
Connie Massingale

30 minutes

Creating Color in Prehistoric Art of the Southwest: Pigment procurement, processing, and application in the
pictographs of Utah.
Red ochre, also known as iron oxide or hematite, has been revered for over 200,000 years as
evidenced in the archaeological record. Its usage in funerary contexts, self ornamentation, staining
on jewelry and weaponry, medicinally, in tool making, and in creating imagery on stone has played
a significant role in the evolution of man. In this presentation I will touch on ancient uses of ochre
throughout time, and discuss the use of red ochre and other mineral and organic pigments used in
the incredible pictographs found throughout Utah.
John McHugh

30 minutes

Some Celestial Rock Art Motifs at Fremont Indian State Park and Tentative Interpretations of Their
Function and Meaning
In March of 2018 the author began an ongoing collaboration with Dr. John Lundwall, which
focuses on solar, lunar, and celestial iconography at Fremont Indian State Park (FISP), as well as lightshadow effects on rock art that may have served as calendrical devices for the area’s prehistoric
inhabitants. This 30-minute PowerPoint presentation draws from the author’s preliminary findings at
FISP (relating to the Spring equinox and Summer Solstice), is based on still photographs, time-lapse
photography, azimuth alignments, Fremont archaeology, and Puebloan ethnography, and is a summary
of an article (by the same title) which will appear in the Autumn edition of the scholarly journal Cosmos
and Logos; with a longer, more in-depth variation accepted for publication at Archaeoastronomy and
Ancient Technologies.
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Abstracts (continued)
Carol Patterson

30 minutes

Cultural Affiliations of the Western Basketmaker II Petroglyphs of American Southwest: Myths that Define a
Culture.
Western Basketmaker II era petroglyphs (Ca 1000 BCE to 450 CE), found along the lower
San Juan River, Little Colorado River, and Chinle Wash drainages can be shown through several
lines of evidence to represent two cultural groups. The methodology involves a systematic analysis
of proxemic and spatial context, body posture and gesture displays, superimposition sequences for
temporal chronology and cultural associations by ethnographic analogy. Cultural diagnostics
include cultural directionality, mythic iconography and cultural idioms specific to each language
group. Superimposition sequences of Western BMII panels, show an earlier culture with
assemblages of iconography nominated as “Group 1?” overlaid by a second assemblage of
iconography nominated as “Group 2?”.
Group 1 iconography finds its contemporary counterpart in myths and Katsinas, (masked and
not masked) and altar paintings of the Keres language speakers. The distribution of Group 1
iconography occurs along the San Juan River and exclusively along Little Colorado River drainages.
Group 2 iconography finds its counterpart in the myths, duck shaped pots, Katsinas, Katsina
masks, and altar paintings of the Zuni language speakers. Group 2 iconography co-exists on the San
Juan River but is exclusive in the Chinle Wash drainages and in Canyon De Chelly.

Richard A. Rogers
Searching for Flute Players, Finding Kokopelli: Phalluses, Fallacies, and Fantasies
The relationships between commercial Kokopelli imagery, traditional flute players in rock
art and other media, and the Hopi katsina Kookopölö are explored to understand the contemporary
cultural significance of Kokopelli imagery and discourse. In addition to identifying the distortions
and conflations involved in commercial Kokopelli imagery, the central focus is the contemporary
issues being engaged through Kokopelli imagery. Commentators on Kokopelli continually
bemoan the figure’s castration and highlight the phallic nature of traditional flute player imagery.
However, the primary source for Kokopelli imagery—flute player figures on Hohokam painted
ceramics from Snaketown—are not phallic, raising questions of what and whose anxieties are
manifested through bemoaning Kokopelli’s castration and celebrating his “authentically” phallic
nature.
Informed by existing research on flute players, Kookopölö, and Kokopelli, websites,
pamphlets, postcards, nonfiction books, TV shows, and novels featuring Kokopelli are analyzed to
gain insight into the commercial figure’s popularity, its resonances with contemporary cultural
dynamics, and the selective appropriations of traditional flute player imagery and Hopi Kookopölö
stories that result. Traditional flute player imagery has not only been colonized by the meanings
attached to contemporary Kokopelli commodities, but Kokopelli graffiti now literally populates
rock art sites in Utah and beyond.
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Abstacts (continued)
David Sucec

30 minutes

I’ve Got You Under My Skin; The Figure In Figure Motif In Northern Colorado Plateau Rock Art
Among the Spirit Figures at the Great Gallery in Canyonlands National Park, are three large
painted figures, all evidently by different hands, which contain interior figures in the Barrier
Canyon style. One figure is a unique because it has three figures inside–two spirit figures and one
citizen figure. The inside figures do not appear to have been indifferently superimposed by the
larger, containing, figure but intentionally composed by a single image-maker. The figure in figure
motif, in our incomplete study, appears to occur in the Barrier Canyon style more than any other
style. The Basketmaker style seems to have the next most instances of this distinctive motif.
Occurrences of the figure in figure suggest that this motif may have originated in the Archaic and
continued, infrequently, into the Historic Period.
Jesse Earl Warner

20 minutes

Less Obvious Sex at Bluff, Utah.
There are always more things to consider than just the obvious. The problem is what is
obvious to one is not obvious to another. When certain repetitions can be found and recorded so
they will not be forgotten, then one can begin to make connections that would not otherwise be
possible. A little understanding of myths and other cultural representations that bear similarities
can help a great deal. Here at Bluff we have not only a good number of similar repetitions, but a
correspondence to other peoples who evidently shared a similar belief. That makes our
conclusions a little more secure.

Book Review: A Tale of Two Books
Troy Scotter
Early Rock Art of the American West: The Geometric Enigma by Ekkehart Malotki and Ellen Dissanayake.
University of Washington Press 2018. 298 pages. Seven chapters: The Concept of Artification; Terminology,
Chronology, and Dating of North American Paleomarks; Cupules as an Archetypal Artification; Ancestral
Minds and the Spectrum of Symbol; Sites and Styles of the Western Archaic Tradition Rock Art Complex;
Origins and Functions of Abstract-Geometric Markings; Why Did Our Ancestors Artify?
In my mind, this book is oriented to two different audiences. One audience is the lovers of rock art. For us, a
good picture is worth a million words. In that respect, the book will more than satisfy this audience. With
almost 200 photos of exquisite quality, the visual representation of abstract/non-representational rock art
of the American West is well presented. My only complaint is that Ekkehart’s stunning photos make me
depressed when I look at my poor imitations. The rock art is clearly represented often with beautiful
12 | September 2018
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landscapes of the surrounding area. Sites are only identified at the state level in the captions, although there
are occasionally more specific location references within the text.
The second audience for this book is people who
are intrigued by art, how you define it, what it
means, its purpose, human cognitive development,
and symbols/symbolism and the ability of humans
to apply meaning to create symbolic objects. The
detailed text includes many notations for further
reading, which I really appreciate. But the topics
are so far outside the scope of my expertise that I
lack the ability to adjudicate the authors’
arguments. I will rely on other reviewers who found
that part of the book thought provoking. I’ll admit
that I found the textual part of the book a pretty
heavy slog. But the book is obviously well
researched. When the authors were discussing rock
art topics I often found insights of which I was
unaware even within areas in which I thought I was
well versed. The text leaves me with a lot of
questions, which isn’t a bad thing.
I wish I had read the art chapters before I gave my presentation at the 2017 URARA symposium. Like the
authors, I have difficulty wrapping my head around the term “art.” I like their use of the term “artification”
to represent a behavior of people to make a place important. Moving away from the definition of “art”
which seems difficult to define and transitioning to thinking about behavior seems useful. The authors note:
“The concept of artification provides a fresh, new way to approach the subject of early abstract-geometric
mark-making. Shifting focus—from consideration of a lasting artistic end product (the mark) to the vanished
temporal activity that brought it into being (a behavior of mark-making)"(p. 35). Artification fits whether we
think of rock art in terms of a “religious” site or a trail marker because it defines the behavior of making
something important, rather than weighing its aesthetic appeal.
Let’s discuss the term “geometric enigma” in the title. This term refers to the fact that Homo sapiens in
Europe were producing complex representational (something identifiable) images for thousands of years
before immigrants arrived in the American West. See the fantastic mural from Chauvet Cave below. Look at
the four horses on the left side of the picture. They demonstrate the use of three-dimensional figures
through layering, abstract imagery by only showing the heads of the figures (the rest isn’t important, we
recognize the figures from a partial representation), and a sense of movement. This artistic skill was
demonstrated approximately 30,000 years ago.
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Chauvet Cave Source: National Geographic

In contrast, in the opinion of Malotki and Dissanayake, the earliest art in America was abstract/nonrepresentational. In the minds of the authors, the ability to create abstract art is a cognitive precursor to the
ability to create representational art. So, the enigma is why cognitively sophisticated people were creating
less advanced abstract art in America. It is a great question and worthy of discussion. But I have a few
problems with the approach of the text. First, the book frequently refers to abstract art in the context of
childlike cognitive development or doodles. A comparison I find somewhat demeaning given the
sophistication of the people and rock art sites. Let’s be honest, those ancient people lived for thousands of
years in a landscape where I would die in a day without a Subway sandwich. They weren’t stupid people.
The authors provide one quote that they “do not denigrate the intelligence or wisdom or any other trait of
people in premodern societies. Their abstract-geometric marks could not have been made by a child.” (p.
193) However, their continual comparison to childhood art and doodles is a personal concern.
I also wonder if there might simply have been some kind of “prohibition” on the creation of representational
art among various groups or across certain time frames. Malotki and Dissanayake dismiss this idea as
follows:
Or one could posit some sort of “iconophobia” or taboo prevalent among early migrants.
Perhaps they feared that the potency exerted by a naturalistically drawn animal could be
harmful and that non-iconic designs were less dangerous. But there is no hard evidence to
support such a tenuous idea. (p. 225)
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I agree that there is no evidence of such a belief
during that time period. However, in our modern
era we can point to Islamic art which is generally
non-representational due to the taboo in the Old
Testament about graven images. For over a
thousand years, this progessive culture has generally
followed a practice of not using representational
imagery.
I’m also not convinced that the earliest art in the
American West is abstract. The book provides
Paleolithic dates for three sites and acknowledges
the complexity of dating any rock art. Within the
text the terms Paleolithic (ending about 8000 BCE)
and Archaic (8000 BCE to the development of
agriculture) are used almost interchangeably with
respect to rock art. Since dating of American rock art
is so sparse, and unproven, I think we have to at
least acknowledge the possibility that some,
perhaps much, abstract rock art was created during
the Archaic period. Once we get into that period
there are examples of representational styles.
Barrier Canyon, Glen Canyon V, and Pecos River
Abstract art at a mosque in Rabat, Morocco - Troy
Scotter.
styles quickly come to mind. Pecos River Style has
had a large number of radiocarbon dates ranging from 4200 years to 2750 years BP (personal
correspondence with Karen Steelman at SHUMLA), so fairly late in the Archaic period. Barrier Canyon and
Glen Canyon Style V are believed to be much earlier in the archaic time period although there is little dating
on which to rely. However, the absence of discussion of Archaic representational styles in reference to the
conjecture that abstract rock art always predates representational rock art is a weakness in the narrative.
This book includes wonderful pictures and thought provoking prose. Give some serious consideration to
purchasing this fine book. (Personal note: I was asked by Ekkehart to review the book and received a free
paperback copy from the publisher.) The book is available on Amazon (Hardcover $90; Paperback $34.95;
Kindle $33.20), directly from the publisher at a discount (see below), or at an upcoming URARA symposium
near you where, presumably, the authors will be willing to artify your newly purchased tome.

TO ORDER AT 30% DISCOUNT
Call Hopkins Fulfillment Service at 1-800-537-5487 or order online. Use promo code WST30.
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS www.washington.edu/uwpr
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Book Review: Early Rock Art of the American West
Francois Gohier
Early Rock Art of the American West: The Geometric Enigma by Ekkehart Malotki and Ellen Dissanayake.
All of us at URARA are familiar with the geometric images found in profusion in the Western
States. Familiar but also baffled by the abstract petroglyphs engraved on boulders or on cliffsides,
by the occasional abstract painted images, and the collections of “cupules” carved in the rocks
sometimes by the dozen or even the hundreds.
Why are there so many of these carvings, why did the makers choose to make these abstract
designs instead of, for example, representing animals found in the real world around them?
And... what do these abstract images mean ?
As in his previous publications on rupestrian art, Ekkehart Malotki offers us a collection of
beautiful images, no mean feat considering the subject matter. But in addition to the photographs,
the text is what makes this book so captivating. Ekkehart Malotki gives an overview of the study
or rock art across the world, and discusses selected sites representative of geometric styles, the
subject of this book. A chapter is devoted to the phenomenon of “cupules”. Those of us who
attended the 2014 symposium in Kanab will remember the talk Ekkehart gave on the subject.
For most readers, the real novelty will be Ellen Dissanayake’s “concept of artification”. Ekkehart
had alluded to this concept in several of the presentations he has given at URARA. Here, Ellen
Dissanayake, who coined the word, exposes the ideas she had developed in previous works and
applies them to these abstract images. “Artification” “refers to what people do when they make
images...” “It is a behavior or process (...)”. “The concept... rests on the capacity of human beings
to make ordinary experience (or “ordinary reality”) “extra-ordinary” or special”.
We no longer have to debate whether these markings are “art” in the sense that our Western
minds are using the word. Nor do we need to regard them as “symbols”. And a search for their
“meaning” may be futile and unwarranted, since the act of making them may have been what
mattered most.
Ellen Dissanayake is fascinated by the evolution of mankind and the evolution of the human
mind. She offers a plausible path showing how our remote ancestors may have begun to modify
objects and “artify” their surroundings.
The authors do not tell us what these markings “mean” (and no one else will ever be able to, since
their makers have vanished in the past.) But why they were made has just become a little more
understandable. To me, at least. It is a great book, one of the best I have ever read on the subject of
rock art, and a great synthesis of human evolution. I look forward to hearing the presentations
Ekkehart and Ellen will give at the symposium in Bluff. I already know I will often refer to this
beautiful book to ponder the fascinating ideas it offers, and enjoy its unique collection of color
photographs.
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August Field Trip Report
Oscar Olson
The August URARA trip came and went early in the month (Aug. 2-5). It was centered around the
Payson/Nephi areas, Goshen Canyon, and other central Utah sites.
We gathered at the Payson commuter parking lot next to McDonald’s at 8 a.m. Lynn and Betty
Benson lead one group, and Steve and Diana Acerson led the other. There were two groups out
each day, and different sites were visited. The Nephi and West sites were explored with the
Benson’s on Thursday where we visited several red-painted sites west of Nephi and later the
Sevier River area upstream. Later in the day, after lunch at Leamington, we visited Fool Creek, and
Oak Creek just out of Oak City. We were unable to visit sites at Strawberry Pinnacles or Timbers
Canyon because of the wildfires there. But there was plenty to do.
The second day Steve and Diana
had a medical emergency at
home, so Kent Williams and
myself led the group into
Goshen Canyon to visit three
sites--the Utah Lake sites (where
bugs were terrible), then lunch
in American Fork, and then up
to the American Fork Canyon
site. Then we continued over
Alpine Loop to the Cascade
Springs turn-off and into Heber
Valley and up into the Rock Cliff
area near the east entrance to
Jordanelle Park. Upon returning
to Payson, several of us enjoyed
a Mexican dinner.
URARA Group, Oak Creek, Utah, August 2, 2018
Saturday and Sunday, with Acerson’s emergency under control, they were able to carry on. Lynn
and Betty Benson also led trips on the second two days.
The OCTA convention in Ogden began on Monday with Nina Bowen assisting Mark Stuart with a
rock art field trip in conjunction with the convention. Barbara Green was also there assisting with
our URARA information table. It was good to see Paula Reynosa back for the field trip and that she
was able to attend the convention.
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Bubble Rocks west of Nephi, Utah
January 4, 2018

Calendar and URARA Fieldtrips 2018
Sep 13-16

URARA Field Trip, Nine-Mile Canyon, two 2-day sessions

October 4-8

URARA Symposium, Bluff, Utah

October 11-13

Crow Canyon Archaeological Center Fall CultureFest
crowcanyon.org/culturefest
San Diego Rock Art Association Symposium

November 3

Nov 10-11

Great Basin Anthropological Conference, Salt Lake City, NMHU
https://greatbasinanthropologicalassociation.org/
URARA Field Trip, San Rafael Swell

December 8-9

URARA Field Trip, Utah Lake area

Nov 7-10

URARA field trips are available to members only. For info or sign-up, please go to
https://urara.wildapricot.org/events, or contact Oscar Olson at 801-485-0862. Registration will
open approximately 45 days prior to the start of the field trip. At that time you will be able to
register until the set number of participants is filled; then your name will be added to the waiting
list.
Southern Nevada Rock Art Association (SNRAA) meets on the 4th Monday of the month; see:
http://snraa.org/snraa.org/EVENTS.html
Dixie Archaeological Society (DAS) meets on the second Wednesday of the month; see:
http://www.dixierockart.com/
Colorado Archaeological Association, Grand Junction Chapter meets on the second Monday of the
month https://www.meetup.com/CAS-GJ/
San Diego Rock Art Association (SDRAA) meets at the Kumeyaay Center in Poway every other
month, sometimes on the first Sunday, sometimes not. http://sandiegorockart.org/meetings
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URARA Board and Contacts
Utah Rock Art Research Association: Box 511324, Salt Lake City, UT 84151-1324. www.utahrockart.org .
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